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AN AMERICAN VIEW

Bruce Arne Sherwood

Points of view or opinionsstated in this docu-
ment do not necessarily represept official NIE
position or policy.

There is increasing awareness in educational, business; and gov-
. ernmental circles that Americans are seriously handieappedby a lack

of knowledge of foreign languages. In the 'last, few years 'there has
been a great deal of discussion of the problem, sparked in part.by the
activities of a President's Commission on Foreign Lan ages and In
ternational Studies' during the Carter Administratiorg Many people
agree .that it is important to restore and revitaliie langtiage study in
our schools. However, there' is considerable confusion as to just'
which 'languages should be taught. In particular; should our young
people now be encouraged, to study Japanese, Chinese, Russian,
Swahili, and Arabic? Should such study be in addition to or as a sub-
stitute for the- traditional study of Spanish, French, German and
Latin? While French in Canada and Spanish in the United States
have special importance, it isn't clear which other languages to em-
phasize. How do we choose? By what criteria?

This essay will analyze a novel option which offers unique linguis-
tic, communicative, and cultural advantages in providing both depth
and breadth in the language program and in heightening the interna-
tionality of the curriculum: the teaching of Esperanto. The nature,
'status; and cultural aspects of Esperanto have been well described in
two recent bOoks (Eichholz & Eichholz 1982; Forster 1982). 1 will
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di; cuss how these aspects ot' the language make Esperanto an excep-
tionally appealing subject for a one-year course in our schools and
colleges.

Linguistic advitntages
EsperantO study provides an idetil introduction to the study of lan-

guage'. The benefits of starting with Esperanto can be seen from a
.major study, of Esperanto teaching in American high schools and col-
' leges, carried out at Columbia Teachers College under the direction
of the noted educator and psychologist Edward Tkorndike (Lan=
guage Learning 1933). This research project concluded that one year
of college Esperanto was equivalent to four years 9f college French
or German in terms of mastery level. Because of its special properties
(regularity, invariant roots, phonetic writing), a student can.quickly
reach a level of mastery which permits oral and written creativity, very,
little blocked by the arbitrary kinds of constraints common to na-

- -tional languages. This rapid achievement is in contrast to the long.
period of study, of national languages required before much can be
done with the new language, and this provides not only early gratifi-
cation and stimulation, but early consideration of such advanced to-
pics as style and usage standards.

The relative isolation of most Americans from direct experienceS
'-with foreign languages means that children and their parents often
have no real conception of whata language is. It makes-sense to
duce the notion of language in an easily manageable context, one
which illustrates the important aspects common to many languages,
uncluttered by the specific arbitrary features of individual national
languages. For example, the notion of case is rather foreign to the
English speaker. The case structures of German or Russian have so
many irregularities and complex patterns that the concept itself-isnot

' well illustrated (for example, different clagses of Russian nouns have
different forms of the accusative, and sometimes the accusative has
the same form as the norniqative). Esperanto on the other hand has
just two cases (nominative avid accusative), and the distinction is sim-
ply,that the accusative always adds "-n". The form of the case mark-
ing could not be simpler, thus making the concept stand out. There
are many examples of this kind, ii 'which Esperanto can beviewed as

a kind of modeLideally suitedto clear expositions of linguistic con-
cepts. Anotlier aspect likely to provide important benefits for later
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study of English and of foreign languages is the exp itness of palls
of speech and syntax resulting from the grammatical endings which
murk Esperanto nouns, adjectives, adverbs andverb forms.

One might -worry,fiat Esperanto study is 'vrbo easy" and therefore
not a worthy subject for bright students. On the contrary, learning
any language well, even Esperanto, 'requires hard work. The differ-
ence rattly- is in how far one can go for the same amount of hard

"work. The\elarity with which Esperanto displays the structure of Ian-
guage may be compared with the clarity of using Arabic rather than
Roman numbers for studying arithmetic, or the simplicity and
phonetic associations of the Roman alphabet, as compared with
Chinese ideographs in learning to read. Also, depth of study can
come from early involvement with the interesting body of Esperanto
literature.

i The European root-stock provides an important resource for
building vocabulary in English and in other European ,languages:
German and French teachers at my daughter's high school remarked
with pleasure on her report cards' that she often recognized and ana-
lyzed new words and structure's thanks to her knowledge of Esper-
anto. The non-European aspects of Esperanto, particularly its word-
forming by combining of invariant roots, might be of assistance in
preparing for the study of sortie non-European languages, although I
know of no research on this point. Statistical measurements based on
standard "language universals" show that in wOrd-formation Esper-
anto is most similar to agglutinative languages such as Turkish,03ro-
zovie 1976).

Some experiments have indicated that one year of Esperantii study
followed by three years of the study of a national language yieldS a
better mastery of the national language than fotir years of that Ian-,
guage alone. The Columbia,study mentioned above contains some
data on this point. A Britith study (Halloran 1952) demonstrate's this

j9Vrench in the case of tess talented students. Recent measure,-
-inetits in Europe have bee tisummarized by Sonnabend (1979). These-
experiments should be repeated in North American settingsbut
these outcomes are not surprising given the understanding of the na-
ture'of languages gained thfough the study of Esperanto.

It used to be that Latin pla'yed the role of providing pupils with
sound linguistic education, and 'recently there has been some revival
of interest in the use of Latinfor tkiis purpose. Leaving asidefor a mo-



nt the obvious differencesin cultural content, it seems clear that
ranto is a far better choice for the task of introducing the notion )

of language, simply because it exemplifies the basic aspects of lan-
guage so much more cleanly and quickly. As for the cultural aspects,
Latin offers treasures of a very special sort, different from those pro-
vided by the study of modern languages. Yet Esperanto has the ad-

, vantage of being a modern language and being global rather than
European.in certain important characteristics.'

Some historical perspective may be useful here. About a hundred
years ago the Modern Language' Association of America was
founded. A 'major goal was to educate the public to realize that the
cultural value of studying French or German was not inferior to that'
of classical Latin 9,nd Greek but different, and that the educational'.
and cultural .values of the modern languages had to be judged on the
basis of new criteria. The Modern Language Association in no way
wished to abolish the study of the classidal languages but insisted that .°

the modern languages also could play an important role in schools
and colleges. Similarly today the value of Esperanto study shot& be
understood without prejudice, on its own merits, and an introduction
to Esperanto would no doubt stimulate the later study of national
languages. ,

,Where possible, ii might make sense to teach Esperanto during the
year just preceding high school, to gi e all the students acorn ipon lin-
guistic preparationfor the later study

If earlier studies can be ve red, that time invested in Es-
of nationallanguages (and En-

glish).
more than paid back in later work, it might also be feasible

in a four-year high school to combine one year of first-year Esperanto
with three years of national language and yet reach fourth-year levels
of achievqment in the national language, thus attaining equivalent or
better foreign language learning but with the added benefits of Espe-
ranto study.

Esperanto culture
Esperanto has a valuable and unusual literature, both translations

from national languages and original Works. The translated prose
and oetry is interesting in having been in most cases trans ted by
nativ feakers of the source material, in often preserving better the
form as'wvell as the content of the original work, and in Tepresenting
much more equitably the many cultures of the world than is the case
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it national languages. For excellent discussions of these mat-
ters; see Auld (1982) and oekserna (1981).

Translations of literary °tics in \o English are heavily biased to-
ward French, German, an. Russian sources,while the body of trans-
lated Esperanto literature II raws father equally from everywhere, in-
cluding the smaller eultur s such as Finnish and Bulgarian. Books
written originally in Espr ranto have also come from around the
world and include a wide r nge of genres, th9ugh drama has been lit-
tle dWeloped due to the d spersed nature of the Esperanto-speaking
community. Original poe ry has reached a more mature state than
prose, though there do xist some first -Fate novels. In addition to

-high litetature, theresals -exist children's books, detective novels,
travel bloks, popullar s fence, etc. It is unfortunate that the Es-

, peranto literature is al ost completely unkno n outside its own
ornrhunity. This is typi al of small-scale literatures in the world,

including such vigorous /literatures as, say, that of Hungary (which
however is well represented in Esperanto translation). At present,
from fifty to a hundred books of some literary merit appear each
year.

I might specifically mention some of the Esperanto literature I
have particularly enjoyed. Vojago al Kazohinio by the Hungarian
Sandor Szathmari describes a modern Gulliver's conflicts and confu-
sions in A totally rational spciety, contrasted with his later problems
in a totally irrational society (but one 'which mirrors our own). La
Granda Kahlrono is a long novel by the British John Francis which
follows the linked fates of several young Scots in the two world wars,
using art intricate time parallelism tointervveave their histories. An
older work recently reprinted, is Metropoliteno by the Soviet writer
Vladimir Varankid which describes the tumult around a young en-
gineer inVolvedWith the Moscow,sybway,.wilh both time and space
handled with experimental verve (an EngliPh translation is avail-
able). Prose other than novels which I found delightful include the
British Cezaro Rossetti's .Kredu min, tSinjorino; a semi-autobio-
graphical tale of a huckster of waterless c6ol'vare; the delicate detec-
tive story Misteroinora of the Hungarian Ferenc Szilagyi; and a set
of fine sketches of Tokyo life, Mozaiko Tokio, by Yagi.

o The'w\O:ks just mentioned were all writterupriginally in Esperanto.
Of the translated literature, I enjoyedthe Bulgarian epic novelSub la

lug° of Ivan Vazov; the comic plays Sep Fratoj and La Botistoj by the



founder of modern Finpish literature, Aleksis Kivi; a collection of
modern Japanese short stories; and the short stories of the great
Modern Chinese writer Lusin. Special insights can come from read-
ing works from such lesser-known literatures. For example, I was
struck by the pessimism of much East European literature. Vazov's
major novel de'als with the failure of a revolt against the Turks in the
late 1800's. The contrast with traditional'American optimism is strik-

4ing.
A wide variety of periodicals is published in Esperanto. One of the

most attractive and interesting periodicals is the monthly El Popo la
inio ("From People's China?) published in Beijing. Itis full of colour

photos,and quite diverse articles and special features; An indepen-
dent magaiineis the ponthly Monato, published in. Belgium, which
draws its, articles from writers all around .t'he world. There is a
bimonthly magazine Kontakto 'published by and for young peopre,
with each issue devoted to an, important theme, such as the family, or
disarmament. Recently Kontakto has started printing some'articles
with limited vocabulary 'to interest. young people who are learning
Esperanto. 14-

The spoken language is cultivated by means of 'siting foreigners
in their homes and, through 'the many conferences held each year
which use Esperanto, including a major yearly conference and cul-
tural festival ,which is held in a different country each year. Both
cadio Warsaw and Radio Beijing broadcast a half-hour program in
Esperanto several times a day, and weekly or more frequent broad-
casts come from Bern, Rome, the Vatican, and Vienna. There are

, extensive tape libraries containing scientific, cultural, historical, and
pedagogical materials. Records and tapes of Esperanto songs are

also available.

Global awareness
An important benefit of Esperanto study in our schools is the

global perspectiVe that the language and its culture can give the
learner. Tip ready availability of books, periodicals, and tapes from
all over the world gives rise to a unique ?favor of internationalism that
is hard to provide in any other way. This breadth is an important com-
plement to the depth of study of a single foreign language and culture
such as German or Russian: It avoids the danger of replacing a
monocultural view merely with a bicultural one, and it can instead
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make a major contribution to helping students perceive the pluralis-
tic nature of our new world. The study of foreign literature in Es7,
peranto translation can give the learner excellent access to the litera-
tures and cultures of the smaller nations, which are far too often
slighted in our schools and colleges.'

Staff also could share in these cultural benefits. In fecent years-
-there have been multinational teaching experiments involving Es-

_

peranto in European schools (Sonnabend 1970). The participation of
-North American schools would be warmly welcomed in such re-
search, which would add an intriguing facet to curriculum studies.

Judging' from interest shown 'by students from fields as diverse as
engineering and languages in a linguistics course taught by the lin-

\Auist Prof. C.C. Cheng and myself; which deals with general aspects
of international communication as well as with Esperanto (Sherwood
& Chefrg 1980), it would be natural, to include in any Esperanto
cou\rse some discussion of such matters as language policies in the
United Nations and the European Cominunity, status of English,
Frerich, and Russian as transnational languages, etc.

,

Communicative aspects .

)

Pen-pal-exchanges with school Classes in othcr countries are easily
4ivailable through classified advertisements in Esperanto periodicals
(including the newsletter of the American Association of Teachers of
Esperant( -) and through a clearing house in Europe. The possibility
of starting su h exchanges earlier than usual, and with most of the
world availabl to the students, should make such exchanges espe-
cially stimulating. I

Intreisingly, Young people have opportunities for foreign travel.
It can easily happen that when the opportunity presents itself it may
not involve a country where a national language studied by the stu-
dent in school is spOken. But a network of contact people in most
major and many minor cities of the,world makes it easy to visit Esper-
anto speakers in their homes and to practice the spoken language
with foreigners. In fact, this arrangement pfovides in many cases a
much more intimate contact than can be found when touring a for-
eign country, even with a knowledge of its language. Europe and
Japin have many conferences, studyrgessions, and even ski-trips de-
signed for Esperanto-speaking young people. There is alsO a network

...
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of homes which will house an Esperanto-speaking visitor for nominal
cost or without charge.

Now that there are starting to be scientific conferences which tAc
Esperanto as a working language, our children may findincreasins
opportunities in later professional life to use the language fOr a wide
range., of purposes. For example, the national computer society of
Hungary sponsored an international computer confere.nce in
Budapest in December 1982, at which Esperanto was the official lan-
guage.

Present status of Esperanto teaching
In the last few years Esperanto has been taught in an increasing

number of North American schools and colleges, in response to
heightened interest in international affairs. Colleges and universities s'

where Esperanto is taught for credit at present include San Francisco
State University, University of California at San Diego, Brigham,
Young UniversityPrincipia College (Illinois), Southern Illinois Uni-
versity at Edwardsville, University, of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign,
Wilmington College (Ohio), and the University of Sherbrooke
(Quebec). While Esperanto has been and is taught informally in
many public schools, formal credit classes have recently been in-
itiated in New. York City and Philadelphia. Pirlot (1982) has com-
piled data about the teaching of Esperanto around die world. Wood
(1975) provides a revic of methods and experiences.

Teaching materials and personnel Ow/

A fairly wide selection of materials suitable for school and college
Esperanto courses is available. Of particular interest are textbooks
used in recent multinational European school experimentsAccause
these books were designed to be used in many different countries,
they are written entirely in Esperanto.

The linguistics course at the University of Illinois uses the textbook
Teach Yourself Esperanto (Cresswell & Hartley 1968) which is defi-
cient in having only readings not dialogues, and which contains very
little about literary and other aspects of Esperanto. 4 nevertheless is
a useful and usable textbook which is widely available. It also has the
advantage that excellent PLATO® computer-based lessons have
been written by Judith Sherwood (1981) to accompanythe first third
of the book. These lessons and other computer-based materials are

8



used in the linguistics course and include crossword puzzles, standard
and specialized vocabulary drills, games, and'reading exercises with
an online dictionary. There has been experimental work on elec-
tronic speech synthesis as an aid to Esperanto learning (J. Sherwood
& B. Sherwood, '1982; B. Sherwood 1981). In France electronic
speech recognition has been used to teach Esperanto pronunciation
(Gicirgetti-Mas, 1982; summarized-in 1. Sherwood & B. Sherwood,
1982).
. The Esperanto League for North America, the Canadian Es-

peranto Association, the BritiSh Esperanto Association, the Univer-
sal Esperanto Association, and numerous other Esperanto organiza-
tions carry extensive selections of textbooks, dictionaries, literature,
tapes and recordings (see addresks at the end of this document). Of
particular interest for school use is the collection Dekkvin Komedie-
toj, consisting of fifteen humorous sketches suitable for class produc-
tion.

While not a language textbook, Pierre Janton's book (1973) gives
an excellent overview of the structure of Esperinto, its status, and its
culture: This book is expected to appear in English translation soon.
It would be of particular interest to teathers.

if Esperanto study is combined with some discussion of the general
problem of international communication and the language problem,
Mario Pei's book One Language for the World is useful (though ap-
parently now out of print). It sets forth the advantages of choosing
one language to be taught universally as everyone's second,language
and discusses the pros and cons of that language being a national
language, an ancient language, a simplified national language, or a
constructed language. In this book Pei does not favor one solution
over another, but later he argued strongly for Esperanto (Pei 1969).

Who might teach a new school or college, Esperanto course? The
best choice would be Sn interested person who is already teaching a
foreign language. The simplicity of Esperanto is such that the lan-
guage could be mastered by such a teacher very rapidly. A big boost
could be obtained from attendance at one of the San Francisco State
University intensive summer courses "(elementary, intermediate, or
advanced). Recently there have been teacher-training institutes in
New York City. In many cities there are knowledgeable speakers of
Esperanto who could help -teachers study Esperanto culture, in terms
of its history, literature, and so on. While there may be problems in

9



starting up new Esperanto courses, they are much less acute than
those associated with starting up a course in other newly-taught lan-
guages such as Arabic or Japanese, since' suitable textbooks fraud
other teaching materials are readily available.

The American Association of Teachers of Esperanto publishes a
newsletter of interest to instructor% and holds meetings at the annual
conferences of the Esperanto League for North America and of the
Modern Language Association.

29
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